A Friendly Inn at Harvard Square

Office: (617) 547 - 7851  FAX: (617) 547 - 0202  Email

the intelligent choice for those who want their brains stimulated and not their wallets

1673 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

Staffed 24 Hours

Minutes from Harvard University.
Library and Pool Across the Street.
Minutes from Harvard Square in Cambridge.
Convenient Cambridge location to places of interest.

T to Boston's Mass General, Aquarium, Faneuil Hall Market Place.
Local Transportation to Cambridge Galleria and Museum of Science.
Minutes Walk to the T to Boston, M.I.T. in Cambridge and TUFTS University.
Walk to Harvard's Fogg Art Museum, the Charles River, Massachusetts Avenue.

A B&B Inn That Offers Hotel Quality at Affordable Prices.
A B&B Inn that Offers Hotel Technology in a Victorian Setting.
A B&B Inn in the Heart of the Cambridge Where Guests Can Walk or Bike.
Walk to Hotel Conferences In Harvard Square, MIT or T to Convention Events in Boston across from the T.

DSL AVAILABLE FOR EVERY ROOM.

Rates  Amenities  Reservations  Maps & Directions  Local Weather